Settler Violence and Access Restrictions
endanger the Olive Harvest in Palestine
The olive harvest season is essential for
Palestinians' livelihoods and the Palestinian economy
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However Palestinians struggle yearly to harvest their
olives due to Violent Attacks by Israeli Settlers
from 1 October to 9 November 2020

At least 120 Farmers have been attacked while picking their olives
More than 1475 Vandalized trees, including:

at least

314 olive trees
contaminated by sewage water

more than
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516 olive trees 645 olive trees
burnt by fire

damaged, cut or uprooted

crops stolen from at least

809 olive trees

Data includes reported incidents, whereas the actual incidents may be higher

Access restriction in the West Bank is also a major
obstacle for the Olive Harvest
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The “Seam Zone”
(10% of the West Bank) is the area
located between the Wall and the
green line, which has been
declared closed by an Israeli
military order.

Thousands of Palestinians living in these closed areas, or needing to access for agricultural use, require
specific permits to access this zone. The number of permits granted is significantly decreasing each year.

84%

of requested permits to access the seam zone in 2020 were rejected (Jan – June 2020) compared to 62% in 2019

Palestinian landowners must get

prior coordination
to access their lands in Area C in the vicinity of
settlements, outposts or military zones.

106

plots for olive cultivation are in

“prior coordination areas”

across the West Bank, adjacent to 250 illegal
settlements and outposts. The 106 plots represent
2
at least 18 km .
An estimated 133 days of work a year is necessary
to adequately maintain an olive grove.
On average, farmers are granted access during
the harvest and ploughing season,
for a period lasting from 1 to 7 days.
Limited access undermines agricultural activity
and olive oil production, and negatively affects
both quality and quantity of production.
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